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Abstract—This paper aims at designing an online energy management strategy (EMS) for a multi-stack fuel cell hybrid electric vehicle (FCHEV) to enhance the fuel economy as well as the fuel cell stacks (FCSs) lifetime. In this respect, a two-layer strategy is proposed to share the power among four FCSs and a battery pack. The first layer (local to each FCS) is held solely responsible for constantly determining the real maximum power and efficiency of each stack since the operating conditions variation and ageing noticeably influence stacks’ performance. This layer is composed of a FCS semi-empirical model and a Kalman filter. The utilized filter updates the FCS model parameters to compensate for the FCSs’ performance drifts. The second layer (global management) is held accountable for splitting the power among components. This layer uses two inputs per each FCS, updated maximum power and efficiency, as well as the battery state of charge (SOC) and powertrain demanded power to perform the power sharing. The proposed EMS, called adaptive state machine strategy, employs the first two inputs to sort the FCSs out and the other inputs to do the power allocation. The ultimate results of the suggested strategy are compared with two commonly used power sharing methods, namely Daisy Chain and Equal Distribution. The results of the suggested EMS indicate promising improvement in the overall performance of the system. The performance validation is conducted on a developed test bench by means of hardware-in-the-loop (HIL) technique.

Index Terms—Kalman filter, Multi-Stack Fuel Cell Hybrid Electric Vehicle, Online energy management strategy, Semi-empirical model

I. INTRODUCTION

Transportation sector is widely blamed for the combustion of petroleum-derived commodities in internal combustion engines, which produce a fair amount of carbon dioxide [1]. Hence superseding the dirty energy sources by clear ones for powering the vehicles is an important measure. Electric and hybrid electric vehicles can be appropriate substitutes for conventional vehicles. However, the latter still relies on fossil fuels and the former suffers from restricted driving range as well as long charging time. These pitfalls have paved the way for the emergence of fuel cell hybrid electric vehicles (FCHEVs) [2]. FCHEVs do not have the limitations of their competitors and benefit from definite merits, such as high efficiency, local pollution-free essence, and convenient maintenance, by comparison. Fuel cells (FCs) have not nevertheless achieved their utmost market development in the automotive industry yet due to some barriers such as confined hydrogen and its infrastructure availability, high price, and limited lifespan [3]. Multi-stack fuel cell system (MFCS), which is an arrangement of low power FC stacks (FCSs) rather than one high power stack, can be a remedy for some of the mentioned obstacles in the FCs development way [4]. MFCSs can be configured to provide modularity, which makes the FCS’s replacement more convenient and fault tolerant to enable the system to keep operating in case of a malfunction. Above all, a proper architecture in MFCSs, i.e., one converter per FC, provides more degrees of freedom and facilitates the employment of degraded mode and advanced energy management strategies (EMSs). On the other hand, the initial cost development of a MFCS is higher than a single stack system [5]. However, this drawback can be compensated by scale economy of modular configuration with small series production [6]. The utilization of another source of energy, such as battery, supercapacitor, etc., besides a FCS seems to be vital in vehicular applications due to the fact that FCSs have slow dynamics and are not capable of storing energy [7, 8]. The extra source reduces degradation rate of the stack by absorbing the power peaks and is also used for energy recovery. Since a MFCS is composed of several sources with various features, the operating points of different components need to be efficiently ascertained by an EMS to elevate the overall performance of the system [9]. Most of EMSs deal with a single-stack FC system. However, these methods are applicable to a MFCS with slight modifications.

The existent EMSs in the literature fall into two categories of rule-based and optimization-based [10, 11]. The rule-based group comprises deterministic and fuzzy rule-based, which can appear in the form of conventional [12], adaptive,
and predictive approaches. The optimization-based group is composed of global and real-time methods in which a cost function is utilized to define fuel consumption and system efficiency [13-15]. In [16], an adaptive fuzzy based EMS is proposed for a FCHEV where the controller can embrace various driving conditions. However, according to the authors, the defined rule base needs to be updated when the FCS goes under degradation. In [17], new EMSS are proposed for a FCHEV, composed of a FCS, un ultracapacitor, and a battery, in a degraded operation modes based on the original strategy, which is a fuzzy rule-based EMS. In [18, 19], a multi-mode controller is proposed to split the power among the sources while a neural network based driving condition recognizer is used to select the right mode of operation. In [20], the combination of a low-pass filter and a fuzzy controller is used in a FCHEV to increase the lifetime of the FCS by limiting its current transitions and decrease the H2 consumption. In [21], a droop control-based EMS combined with a multimode and an equivalent consumption minimization strategy is used in a high-power FCHEV. In [22], a rule-based power-following and a wavelet-transform-based EMS are designed and their performance is compared in terms of lifetime of the FCS and the hydrogen consumption. In [23], an equivalent consumption minimization strategy based on sequential quadratic programming is proposed where the FCS is operated in the high-efficiency zone, battery acts as the main power source, and supercapacitor absorbs the power peak. In [24], a new formulation for dynamic programming in a FCHEV problem is suggested in which the work mode and FCS power are added as the state variables to solve the Markov problem. There are a few works in the literature to touch on the subject of EMS design for MFCSSs. In [25], three power sharing algorithms, namely Equal Distribution, Daisy Chain, and optimal power splitting are compared. The comparison reveals that the optimal power splitting approach performs much better in high power region. In [26], the first two power sharing algorithms of the previous work are tested for a degraded mode operation scenario, where one of the FCSs stops working while the system is under operation. It has been shown that the designed MFCS can finish the task even if one of the FCSs fails. In [27], a multisource coordination strategy guarantees the SOC consensus of the storage systems in a MFCS.

The majority of the existing EMSS, regardless of their category or type, are premised upon FCS maps or unvarying mathematical models. In this light, these results remain valid only within a specific operating range. However, the energetic performance of a FCS alters by the operating conditions and degradation level variations through time [28, 29]. Some solutions based on extremum seeking strategies have been proposed to deal with the moving characteristics of a FCS. The first suggestion is to use the maximum power point tracking methods, such as perturb and observe or hill climbing, to track the real performance of a FCS. Such strategies have been used in [30, 31] for EMS purposes due to their convenient implementation. However, they are not very suitable for simultaneous identification of several characteristics, such as maximum power and efficiency points, in online applications since they require a separate search stage for each feature extraction. The second solution is the use of a parameter identification method coupled with an optimization algorithm. This solution offers two choices. The first one is to model the FCS multiphysics behavior. However, there is no reliable model representing ageing and degradation phenomena of a FCS system in the literature. The second choice is the use of an online parameter estimation method with a grey/black box model [32]. Although the black box-based strategies are easily applicable in real-time situations, they do not provide any insights into the physical phenomena inside the FCS and might become unreliable in case of confronting new situations. Moreover, the analysis of the results becomes more difficult with black box models due to the ambiguous input-output relationships. In this regard, the employment of semi-empirical models has recently come under attention in EMS design. These models contain meaningful physical parameters which enable a FC expert to analyze the results conveniently. In [33], a semi-empirical FCS model, which is only based on current, is utilized and its parameters are identified by means of recursive filters to update the state of the FCS, and an optimization algorithm is then employed to find the operating points. The main idea in this line of work is to update the semi-empirical model parameters by means of a recursive algorithm and then use it in an EMS.

In this paper, a new two-layer adaptive EMS is proposed for a FCHEV with four parallel FCSs and a battery pack. Therefore, in the local layer, a semi-empirical FCS model coupled with Kalman filter (KF) is employed to keep track of the performance drifts. Immediately afterwards, in the global layer, the proposed power sharing algorithm distributes the power with the aim of diminishing the fuel consumption as well as increasing the durability. The contributions of this work lie in two important aspects. First, incorporating the online parameter estimation of FCSs into the design of an EMS for four FCSs and a battery pack. Second, the development of a hardware-in-the-loop (HIL) simulators for validating the proposed EMS in such multi-stack architecture, as opposed to other similar works in the literature which are mainly based on simulation. The generalized drivetrain architecture of the multi-stack FCHEV used in this research is shown in Fig. 1. This figure shows that the usage of the suggested EMS can be extended for N number of FCSs.

Section II outlines the FCS modelling along with the
explanation of the first layer of the EMS. The proposed power sharing algorithm is detailed in section III. In Section IV, experimental outcomes are reported and explored. Finally, the conclusion is drawn in section VI.

II. MODELLING

In a FCHEV, the electric motor receives the power from both FCS and battery pack. The low speed vehicle of this work utilizes ACX-2043 motor, which is a 3-phase AC motor for propulsion. More specifications about the used vehicle in this work can be found in [34]. Four 500-W FCSs and a 335-Ah battery pack have been selected as the power sources. A DC-DC converter is utilized to regulate the current flow of each PEMFC, while the battery pack is passively connected to the DC bus, similar to many other works in the literature [15, 19, 22, 30, 35-41]. The difference between the demanded current of the FCS is 34 V. Therefore, the battery pack voltage is always higher than the open-circuit voltage of the FCSs. The detailed information about the battery model is accessible in [42].

Herein, only the vehicle drivetrain and the FCS model development are discussed. The employed parallel configuration leads to more redundancy and modularity, which can enable fault-tolerant operation. The utilized hybrid system structure of this manuscript is presented in Fig. 2 in the form of HIL simulation. HIL is a beneficial step to develop a new EMS to test the control limitations and components restraints. Moreover, developing a complete multi-stack FCS test bench is expensive, and therefore HIL simulation can be used to validate the efficiency of any new EMS before implementation in the real system.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE I \ CHARACTERISTICS OF THE POWER SOURCES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fuel cell (Horizon H-500)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rated power</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. cell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max current</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voltage range</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Battery (US 8VGCCH XC2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of packs in series</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Battery type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nominal voltage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capacity C/100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Two types of FCS model are used in the mentioned HIL: a multiphysics model (emulator) and a semi-empirical model. The real FCS and the emulators provide the necessary measured data for the local layer of the EMS while the semi-empirical model and identification method are used to determine the maximum operating points online. As it can be seen, this test bench comprises a Horizon H-500 air breathing proton exchange membrane FCS (real FCS) which is connected to a National Instrument CompactRIO through its controller. An 8514 BK Precision DC Electronic Load is used to request load profiles from the open cathode FCS. According to the manufacturer, the difference between the pressure of the stack in the anode and cathode sides should be kept around 50.6 kPa. The pressure in the anode side is set to 55.7 kPa. The controller in this FCS has the following responsibilities:

- Controlling the stack temperature by acting on the blower.
- Opening the hydrogen valve.
- Controlling the purging interval of the purge valve.

The hydrogen consumption is directly dependent on the drawn current form the FCS and is determined by the proposed EMS. The utilized emulator in this work takes the temperature, current, and pressure as inputs and estimates the voltage of the stack as output. The stack temperature is calculated based on the energy conservation law where the forced convection equation includes the effect of the blower of the real FCS into the model. The hydrogen consumption is determined based on an empirical equation obtained by some performed experiments on the utilized FCS. The only thing that has been simplified is the effect of purging on the hydrogen consumption, which is a general assumption.

A. Vehicle drivetrain model

Similar to the majority of the EMS papers in the literature [43, 44], the vehicle modeling is done by taking only the efficiency of the DC/AC inverter as well as the motor into account as follows:

\[
P_{\text{req}} = P_{\text{trac}}/\eta_{\text{drive}} \tag{1}
\]

\[
\begin{cases}
P_{\text{trac}} = (F_{\text{acc}} + F_r + F_{\text{ad}} + F_{\text{cr}}) \cdot v \\
F_r = C_{rr} \cdot m_{\text{tot}} \cdot g \cdot \cos \alpha_{\text{slope}} \\
F_{\text{ad}} = 0.5 \cdot \rho_{\text{air}} \cdot C_{x} \cdot A_{\text{aero}} \cdot v^2 \\
F_{\text{acc}} = a_{\text{acc}} \cdot m_{\text{tot}}
\end{cases} \tag{2}
\]

\[
\eta_{\text{drive}} = \eta_{\text{mech}} \cdot \eta_{\text{DC/AC}} \cdot \eta_{\text{motor}} \tag{3}
\]

Where \( F_{\text{acc}} \) is the acceleration force, \( F_r \) is the friction of the tires, \( F_{\text{ad}} \) is the aerodynamic drag resistance, \( F_{\text{cr}} \) is the resistance of climbing, \( C_{rr} \) is the coefficient of friction (0.015), \( m_{\text{tot}} \) is the total mass of the vehicle (896 kg), \( g \) is the standard acceleration due to gravity (9.81 m/s^2), \( \alpha_{\text{slope}} \) is the slope of the road (\( \alpha \)), \( \rho_{\text{air}} \) is the air density (1.2 kg/m^3), \( C_x \) is the drag coefficient (0.42), \( A_{\text{aero}} \) is the contact surface area (4 m^2), \( v \) is the vehicle speed (km/h), and \( a_{\text{acc}} \) is the vehicle acceleration. In this study, it is assumed that the vehicle is on a flat area and both of the friction and drag resistance are uniform and constant.

B. Fuel cell stack emulator

The utilized emulator involves formulating the electrochemical and thermal characteristics of a FCS. The electrochemical model is based on [32]. However, the charge double layer effect is added to it by using the proposed structure in [45]. The general equation for calculating the FCS output voltage (\( V_{\text{FCS}} \)) is as follows:
\[ V_{FCS} = N(E_{Nernst} + V_{act} + V_{ohmic} + V_{con}) \]  \hspace{1cm} (4)

where \( N \) is the number of cells, \( E_{Nernst} \) is the reversible cell potential (V), \( V_{act} \) is the activation loss (V), \( V_{ohmic} \) is the ohmic loss (V), and \( V_{con} \) is the concentration loss. The \( E_{Nernst} \) is determined by:

\[ E_{Nernst} = 1.229 - 0.85 \times 10^{-3} (T_{st} - 298.15) + 4.3085 \times 10^{-5} T_{st} \ln(P_{H2}) + 0.5 \ln(P_{O2}) \]  \hspace{1cm} (5)

where \( T_{st} \) is the stack temperature (K), \( P_{H2} \) is the hydrogen partial pressure in anode side (Nm\(^{-2}\)), and \( P_{O2} \) is the oxygen partial pressure in cathode side (Nm\(^{-2}\)).

The activation loss is caused by the slowness of the reactions happening on the electrode’s surface and can be divided into two parts of temperature dependent activation loss (\( V_{act1} \)), and current and temperature dependant activation loss (\( V_{act2} \)) based on [46].

\[ V_{act} = -[\xi_1 + \xi_2 T_{st} + \xi_3 T_{st} \ln(CO_2) + \xi_4 T_{st} \ln(i_{FCS})] \]
\[ V_{act1} = -[\xi_1 + \xi_2 T_{st} + \xi_3 T_{st} \ln(CO_2)] \]
\[ V_{act2} = -[\xi_4 T_{st} \ln(i_{FCS})] \]
\[ CO_2 = P_{O2}/5.08 \times 10^6 \exp(-498/T_{st}) \]  \hspace{1cm} (6)

Where \( \xi_n (n = 1 \ldots 4) \) are empirical parameters, \( CO_2 \) is the oxygen concentration (mol cm\(^{-3}\)), and \( i_{FCS} \) is the FCS current (A). The equivalent resistance of activation (\( R_{act} \)) corresponding to \( V_{act2} \) is obtained by \( V_{act2}/i_{FCS} \). The Ohmic loss is defined as:

\[ V_{ohmic} = -i_{FCS} R_{intern} = -i_{FCS} (\xi_1 + \xi_2 T_{st} + \xi_3 i_{FCS}) \]
\[ \xi_n (n = 1 \ldots 3) \] are empirical parameters. The concentration loss is defined by:

\[ V_{con} = B \ln \left(1 - \frac{J}{J_{max}}\right) \]  \hspace{1cm} (8)

where \( B \) is an empirical coefficient, \( J \) is the actual current density (A cm\(^{-2}\)), and \( J_{max} \) is the maximum current density (A cm\(^{-2}\)).

The PEMFC system emulator is modeled by employing the energy conservation law for a lumped system, explained in [47, 48]. The energy balance for studying the
the thermal effect in the characteristics of the FCS can be formulated by:

\[
m_{st}C_{st}\frac{dT_{st}}{dt} = \dot{Q}_{\text{reac}} - P_{st} - Q_{\text{Nat}} - Q_{\text{Forced}}
\]

where, the temperature in the cathode \((T_{ca})\) is assumed to be equal to the ambient temperature \((T_{\text{amp}})\), \(m_{st}\) is stack mass (4.2 kg), \(C_{st}\) is the specific heat capacity of stack (1260 J/kg K) \([47]\), \(T_{st}\) is the stack temperature (K), \(\dot{Q}_{\text{reac}}\) is the released energy from electrochemical reaction \((J)\), \(P_{st}\) is the generated electrical power \((W)\), \(Q_{\text{Nat}}\) is the natural convection \((J)\), \(Q_{\text{Forced}}\) is the forced convection \((J)\), \(\alpha\) is an empirical coefficient, \(D_{fan}\) is the duty cycle of fan, \(A_{\text{Forced}}\) is the cross-sectional area, and \(C_p\) is the specific heat capacity of air. The hydrogen flow is estimated with a first order function based on experimental data. The model input variables are the current of the FCS \((A)\) and the duty cycle of the fan \((\%)\).

\[
H_{2,\text{flow}} = a + b \cdot i_{\text{FCS}} + c \cdot D_{\text{fan}}
\]

As shown in Fig. 2, each FCS is connected to a virtual DC-DC converter. In this paper, a state level modeling by using an average model for the converter is used \([49-51]\). This model does not take the pulses and detailed switching of the MOSFET into account. The ON-OFF switching operations of the MOSFET are expressed by a new parameter, namely modulation ratio. Fig. 4a shows the electrical circuit of the utilized model and Fig. 4b presents this model by energetic macroscopic representation (EMR) to clarify the details \([52, 53]\). Assuming the time constant of the inductor is much greater than the switching period of the DC-DC converter, an average model \([50-52, 54-56]\), as shown in Fig. 4, can be defined by:

\[
i_{\text{FCS,meas}} = \frac{1}{L_{\text{conv}}}(V_{\text{FCS,meas}} - V_{ch} - r_{i,\text{FCS,meas}}) dt
\]

\[
V_{ch} = m_{\text{FCS}} V_{\text{bat}}
\]

\[
i_{ch} = m_{\text{FCS}} l_{\text{FCS,meas}} \eta^k \text{ with } k = \begin{cases} 1 \text{ if } P_{\text{req}} > 0 \\ -1 \text{ if } P_{\text{req}} < 0 \end{cases}
\]

where \(i_{\text{FCS,meas}}\) is the current through the inductor, \(L_{\text{conv}}\) is the inductance value, \(r_{i,\text{conv}}\) is the resistance of the smoothing inductor, \(V_{ch}\) is the output voltage of the converter, \(m_{\text{FCS}}\) is the DC-DC converter modulation ratio of the chopper, \(V_{\text{bat}}\) is the voltage in the DC bus, and \(\eta\) is the converter efficiency (95%). Assuming that the system operates in a continuous mode, the inductance is calculated in a way to avoid the flowing current through the inductor becomes zero. Other criteria, such as switching frequency and maximum ripple current, are defined heuristically to reach a trade-off between high switching frequency (high losses but low inductance) and low frequency (low losses but oversized inductor) \([57]\). The inductor parameters are: \(L_{\text{conv}} = 1.2\ \text{mH}\), and \(r_{i,\text{conv}} = 23.7\ \text{m\Omega}\). As discussed in \([58]\), the smoothing inductor model is a mono-input causal processor whose inversion is achieved by a PI closed-loop control of the output. \(V_{ch,\text{ref}}\) is given by:

\[
V_{ch,\text{ref}} = -K_p(t)(i_{\text{FCS,ref}} - i_{\text{FCS,meas}}) + V_{\text{FCS,meas}}
\]

\[
m_{\text{FCS}} = \frac{V_{ch,\text{ref}}}{V_{\text{bat}}}
\]

\[
i_{\text{FCS,ref}} = \frac{P_{\text{FCS}}}{V_{\text{bat}}}
\]

where \(K_p\) is a PI controller in the form of \(K_p(1 + K_i/s)\). \(i_{\text{FCS,ref}}\) is the reference current of the FCS calculated through dividing the reference power from the EMS by the voltage in the DC bus, and \(i_{\text{FCS,meas}}\) is the actual current of the FCS. The control gains have been calculated by the PID Tuner of MATLAB \((K_p = 0.001187\) and \(K_i = 0.02375)\). Since the proposed EMS is meant to be adaptive, it is necessary to take into account the influence of ageing in the modeling part. In fact, FCS ageing phenomena is caused owing to several reasons and modeling such complicated phenomenon is an open topic in the literature. The main purpose of this paper is to show that the proposed EMS can embrace the effect of performance drifts owing to aging and operating condition variations. To clarify this functionality of the proposed EMS, the degradation path of the FCS output voltage needs to be simulated. To do so, several degradation models, namely exponential, pure logarithmic, log-linear, linear, and polynomial, are available in the literature \([59-61]\). However, there are two problems for using such models in this work. First, all of these models require experimental data corresponding to the degradation test of the system to fit the degradation model parameters. Second, a restriction on the stack voltage degradation model is that it does not allow untying the influence of the load variation, which causes current density variations, from that of the stack inner degradation, which affects almost all the three regimes of activation, ohmic, and concentration in a FCS characteristics curve. As the physical rules for interpreting the impacts of the degradation on the FCS model parameters are not known, in this paper, for simplicity of illustration and without loss of generality of the proposed approach, a polynomial function \((20)\) is used to estimate how each of the parameters degrade over
time and consequently estimate the degradation path of the FCS output voltage.

\[ x_c = at^2 + bt + x_k \]  \hspace{1cm} (20)

Where \( t \) represents the time in terms of hours, \( x_k \) is the initial value of each parameter of the FCS model in the beginning of life (BoL), \( x_c \) is the actual value of each parameter, and \( a \) and \( b \) are fitting parameters. The fitting parameters of the degradation function \((a \text{ and } b)\) determine the degradation rate. These parameters are calculated based on the three FCS polarization curves shown in Fig. 5. These curves belong to three different states of health of a Horizon 500-W PEMFC. The FCS with the rated power of 500 W is in its BoL and considered as a new FCS. The one with almost 300 W is in its end of life (EoL) and assumed as an old FCS. Finally, the one with the rated power of 400 W is presumed in its middle of life (MoL) and considered as a normal FCS. Using the presented polarization curves, the actual values of the voltage model parameters \((x_c)\) can be obtained for each of the BoL, MoL, and EoL states. It should be noted that the initial value of the voltage model parameters \((x_k)\) is equal to the actual value of the parameters in BoL since \( t = 0 \), and consequently \( a \) and \( b \) will be zero. After obtaining \( x_c \) and \( x_k \), the two parameters of the defined degradation function should be calculated to predict the change of the voltage model initial parameters over time. In this work, the age of FCS at BoL is 0 h and at EoL is 5000 h, according to the 2020 technical targets put forward by the U.S. Department of Energy in the Multi-Year Research, Development, and Demonstration Plan [62]. Since the age of the stack at BoL and EoL is known, the age of the FCS in MoL is obtained by a linear function with respect to the maximum power variation of the system (MoL = 3500 h). By knowing the age of each FCS in terms of hour \((t)\), the actual value of the parameters \((x_c)\), and the initial parameters \((x_k)\), \( a \) and \( b \) can be calculated by fitting the equation to the data.

III. ONLINE FUEL CELL STACK MODELLING

A FCS experiences performance drifts during its lifetime. These drifts are because of degradation phenomenon, which happens slowly over time, and the influence of the operating conditions which are not included in the model. In order to take these effects into account, the model parameters need to be updated online to adapt the model to the real state of the FCS.

C. Fuel cell stack emulator results

In order to validate the performance of the designed emulator after calibration of the parameters with genetic algorithm (GA), the presented current profile in Fig. 6a is applied to the emulator and the output voltage and temperature of the emulator are compared to those of the real FCS. With respect to Fig. 6b, Fig. 6c, and Fig. 6d, the model is able to imitate the behavior of a 500-W Horizon proton exchange membrane FCS satisfactorily. The obtained parameters of the model calibration process are listed in Table II.

![Fig. 5. The characteristic curves of the PEMFC stack for three different degradation levels (BoL, MoL, and EoL).](image)

| TABLE II Obtained Parameters for Model Calibration |
|----------------|----------------|----------------|
| Param. | Value by GA | Reference |
| \( \xi_1 \) | -1.505 | [32] |
| \( \xi_2 \) | 4.791 \times 10^{-3} | [32] |
| \( \xi_3 \) | 9.182 \times 10^{-5} | [32] |
| \( \xi_4 \) | -1.892 \times 10^{-5} | [32] |
| \( c \) | 5.201 | [45] |
| \( B \) | 0.064 | [32] |
| \( \xi_5 \) | 8.897 \times 10^{-3} | [32] |
| \( \xi_2 \) | 1.941 \times 10^{-7} | [32] |
| \( \xi_3 \) | 5.765 \times 10^{-6} | [32] |
| \( a \) | 0.0627 | [48] |

![Fig. 6. Performance validation of the FCS emulator for fan duty cycle of 34%, a) current profile, b) voltage estimation, c) temperature estimation, and d) hydrogen flow estimation](image)
B. Online parameter identification

In this work, online parameter identification is required since the parameters of a FCS model are time-varying. KF and recursive least square (RLS) are two well-known recursive filters, which have been successfully used in different engineering problems. In [32], the performance of KF and RLS have been compared for a FCS model parameter estimation problem and concluded that KF benefits from more robustness. In this regard, KF is used to identify the parameters of the introduced semi-empirical FCS model online. The structure of KF is as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
\mathbf{x}(t+1) &= F(t+1|t)\mathbf{x}(t) + \mathbf{w}(t) \\
\mathbf{y}(t) &= H(t)\mathbf{x}(t) + \mathbf{v}(t) \\
\hat{\mathbf{x}}(t) &= \hat{\mathbf{x}}(t|t-1) + G(t)(\mathbf{y}(t) - H(t)\hat{\mathbf{x}}(t|t-1)) \\
P(t) &= (I - G(t)H(t))P(t|t-1) \\
\end{align*}
\]

where \( t \) is the discrete time, \( \mathbf{x}(t) \) is the state vector, \( \hat{\mathbf{x}}(t) \) is the estimate of the state vector, \( \hat{\mathbf{x}}'(t) \) denotes priori estimate of the state vector, \( F(t+1|t) \) is the transition matrix, which takes the state vector from time \( t \) to time \( t+1 \), \( \mathbf{w}(t) \) is the process noise, \( \mathbf{y}(t) \) is the output, \( H(t) \) is the measurement matrix, \( \mathbf{v}(t) \) is the measurement noise, \( P(t) \) is the error covariance matrix, \( Q(t) \) is the process noise covariance matrix, \( G(t) \) is the Kalman gain, \( R(t) \) is the measurement noise covariance matrix, and \( I \) is the identity matrix. Table III shows the customization of the explained KF for the problem of FCS model parameter estimation.

C. FCS online model results analysis

Fig. 8 presents the current profile and the corresponded measured voltage and temperature of the FCS. As is observed in Fig. 8c, the proposed online model can estimate the voltage with a satisfying precision. Fig. 9 compares the obtained power and efficiency curves of the online model with the curves of the real FCS. According to this figure, the maximum power and efficiency tracking has been successful. For each case of prediction, the mean square error (MSE) is reported in the caption of the figures to clarify the estimation quality.
a FCS is off), proper management of the battery SOC, and operating the FCSs within their safe zone between maximum efficiency and maximum power points. By remaining in this area, FCS does not operate in activation and concentration zones which expedite the aging phenomenon. An adaptive state machine-based EMS is proposed in this section to fulfill the mentioned objectives, and its performance is compared with two common rule-based strategies explained hereinafter.

A. Adaptive State Machine Based EMS

The proposed online EMS has two fundamental operating layers, which are shown in Fig. 10. The first layer contains the described online model in the preceding section. In fact, it uses a semi-empirical FCS model and a KF to continuously update the maximum power and maximum efficiency of each FCS. According to the presented structure in Fig. 10, the previously explained FCS emulator acts as the real FCS and provides the necessary measurement signals, such as voltage, current, and temperature for the online model. FCS1 to FCS3 are emulators and FCS4 is a real 500-W Horizon proton exchange membrane FCS. The second layer distributes the power among the main powertrain components by using the minimum number of FCSs. As it can be seen in Fig. 10, this layer has six inputs, which are the updated maximum power and maximum efficiency points, the battery SOC, and the requested power. The updated operating points are firstly used to reconfigure the order of using the FCSs. In fact, the FCSs are always put in a descending order from young to old. The age of each FCS is decided based on its actual maximum power, which means the more power, the younger. In this manuscript, the term “young FCS” refers to the stack with the highest power level and the term “old FCS” refers to the one with the lowest power level. The FCS with the highest power level has also the highest efficiency level. The second practical usage of these updated points is that the strategy employs them to operate the FCSs in their safe and efficient region. The other two inputs, which are battery SOC and demanded power, are used for power sharing. The battery SOC is estimated based on Coulomb Counting method, which is a well-known approach for SOC calculation in hybrid electric vehicles [66, 67], at each moment and sent to this layer as an input. The EMS decides on the operation of the FCSs based on the received input signals. Normally, two critical thresholds (minimum and maximum battery SOC) are defined for the batteries to avoid the occurrence of overcharge or over discharge. Different values for the minimum and maximum battery SOCs have been used in the literature [68]. In this work, a conservative target of 50% for the minimum battery SOC, which also offers an optimal balance of charge-discharge efficiency [69-71], is considered and the maximum SOC is set to 90%. In this respect, while the requested power from the driver is less than the maximum efficiency points of each FCS, battery supplies the power. As the requested power goes over this point, FCSs are turned on one by one in order of young to old to meet the requested power. If the battery SOC decreases to the minimum threshold of 50%, one of the FCSs works on the maximum power mode to recharge the battery. The proposed strategy first imposes a particular requested power to all the FCSs for a short while to perform the initial identification of their characteristics. Subsequently, it sorts them out in terms of their maximum power by utilizing an active table. Finally, it supplies the demanded power in a particular sequence in which the FCS with the best performance is first used up to its maximum power. If the demanded power exceeds the maximum power of the first stack, the second one in the active table is turned on only if this remnant is within its efficiency zone. Otherwise, the battery supplies this power and this principle is applied to the rest of the FCSs. It should be noted that the explained principle is applied by respecting some conditions. For instance, when the requested power decreases suddenly, all the active stacks will be operated in the maximum efficiency and even lower than maximum efficiency zone instead of turning off the active stacks. Applying this condition leads to the decrease of on/off cycles in the stacks as well as avoidance of operation in high power region. Another important point is that a dynamic limitation of 50 Ws⁻¹ has been considered for the operation of the FCSs to give the reactor some buffer time [33].

The proposed strategy degrades all the FCSs equally even if they have different aging rates. Fig. 11 presents the configuration of the proposed adaptive state machine EMS.
B. Equal Distribution strategy

Equal Distribution strategy is based on dividing the requested power equally as the number of available FCSs. In this respect, it functions as a system with a big FCS rather than having several smaller modules. This strategy uses the requested power ($P_{req}$) as the only input signal, as described below.

$$P_{FCSi} = \frac{P_{req}}{N}$$  \hspace{1cm} (29)

Where $P_{FCSi}$ is the requested power from the FCS$_i$, determined by (27), and $N$ is the number of available FCSs. In this strategy, all the FCSs have the same demanding power in spite of having different electrical capabilities in terms of supplying power and electrical response. The utilized FCSs in this strategy are aged at the same rate regardless of their initial degradation level.

C. Daisy Chain strategy

In a parallel configuration, Daisy Chain strategy utilizes the minimum number of FCSs to supply the requested power in a sequential order. This strategy employs only the first FCS until it reaches its maximum power. The next FCS is activated afterwards to supply the remaining requested power. Daisy Chain strategy considers the total demanded power from the system and the maximum power of each FCS as inputs. The main disadvantage of this strategy is that it uses the FCSs in a fixed order, causing the most part of degradation on the first stack. To avoid this problem, the FCSs are being sorted randomly each 30 minutes in this work.

V. Experiment and Results Analysis

In order to investigate carefully the performance of the proposed EMS, three different scenarios are designed. In the first scenario, a ramp power profile is used to clearly show how the power sharing is performed by each of the strategies. The second scenario deals with the performance evaluation of the EMSS while using a real driving profile from Nemo vehicle. Finally, in the last scenario, a very long random step power profile is used to assess the degradation rate of the FCSs under different EMSSs. The minimum requested power that Equal Distribution and Daisy Chain strategies impose to the system is limited to 80 W per FCS, which has been recommended as the minimum drawn power by the manufacturer, in order to avoid unnecessary turn on/off cycles as well as long open circuit voltage operation. It is worth noting that in scenarios 1 and 2, FCS4 is the real PEMFC stack, and FCS1 to FCS3 are the emulators. However, in scenario 3, which is a very long test and the usage of a real FCS is highly time-consuming, all the FCSs are emulators.

As there is no guarantee with regard to the strategies to finish in the same final SOC, a recharge step has been developed in this work to fully recharge the battery at the end of each test and the additional required hydrogen is added to the total hydrogen consumption. In scenario 1, since the purpose of the test is only to depict the functionality of each strategy, the recharge step is only done by operating the stack at maximum power. However, in scenario 2 and 3, two approaches are adopted for performing the recharge step. Once, the battery pack is recharged by operating the FCS in the maximum efficiency point, and another time it is recharged by using the stack in the maximum power point and the results are reported separately to show the difference.

1) Scenario 1:

The principal purpose of designing this scenario is to clarify how the proposed strategy reconfigures the utilization order of the stacks based on their state of health. Moreover, it makes the functionality of different EMSSs clear in terms of previously explained power distribution principle. In this respect, a ramp-up power profile, shown in Fig. 12a, is used for the purpose of this test. The initial ages for performing this test are presented in Table IV. These ages are used as the input of the degradation function to determine the characteristics of the system with respect to the aging phenomena.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FC System</th>
<th>Condition: Age (h)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FCS 1</td>
<td>1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FCS 2</td>
<td>4000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FCS 3</td>
<td>1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FCS 4</td>
<td>Real FCS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 12 shows the requested power from the system and the supplied power by the four FCSs and the battery for all the three strategies. From Fig. 12b, Equal Distribution strategy uses the battery in the beginning to supply the requested power up to 320 W, which means 80 W per FCS. Then the FCSs equally supply the requested power from almost 150 s to around 700 s. From 700 s onwards, since the level of the requested power is very high, FCS4 and FCS2, which are more degraded than the others, work in their maximum power and FCS1 and FCS3 converge to their maximum limit to meet the demanded power. The battery pack also helps the FCSs in this respect. With regard to the Daisy Chain strategy, Fig. 12c, it can be observed that this strategy turns on FCS4 when the requested power exceeds 80 W and uses this stack until its maximum power. Then, it turns on more FCSs as the requested power increases. One important aspect that should be pointed out here is that since this strategy is not aware of the current maximum deliverable power of the FCSs, it has used the more degraded FCSs more than other two FCSs, which can lead to less efficiency of the system.

Furthermore, the supplied power by the battery in Fig. 12c indicates that when the degraded FCSs reach their maximum power, which is 400 W in this case, the strategy assumes that the rated power is 500 W. As a result, battery supplies this difference between the actual maximum power of the FCS and its initial rated power. When the limiting power for activating the next FCS is passed, it will be turned on. Concerning the proposed adaptive state machine EMS, Fig. 12d, it can be seen that in the beginning, a specific power level is applied to all the FCSs to identify the real maximum power and efficiency points by means of the online modeling procedure. During this short period of time, the battery supplies the requested power. From 50 s onward, the battery meets the demanded power up to the point that the requested power reaches the maximum efficiency level of the FCS1. The strategy keeps using the FCS1 up to its identified maximum power level. Then the next FCSs are activated by respecting the same rules and regulations to satisfy...
the requested power. The point that needs to be highlighted is that in the proposed strategy, FCS1 and FCS3, which are in a better state of health according to the defined conditions in Table IV, are used more than the other two FCSs. This choice is made based on the performed identification process in the beginning and it can result in higher efficiency of the system, which will be explored more hereinafter.

Table V indicates the achieved hydrogen consumption by the discussed strategies. According to this table, the proposed EMS has the best fuel economy, which is the result of the reconfiguration of the order of the FCSs as well as keeping the FCSs operating conditions within the safe zone. In order to compare the achieved fuel consumption of the strategies, the initial SOC for all the strategies is 70% and at the end of each test the explained recharge step by using the maximum power of the stack is performed. The hydrogen consumption, needed to recharge the battery up to 100% SOC, is calculated and added to consumption of each strategy.

![Figure 12](image1.png)

**Fig. 12. Requested power profile (a), and power split results by: b) Equal Distribution, c) Daisy Chain, and d) Adaptive State Machine**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strategy</th>
<th>H₂ consumption (gr)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Equal Distribution</td>
<td>45.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daisy Chain</td>
<td>46.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adaptive State Machine</td>
<td>44.02</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table V**

**HYDROGEN CONSUMPTION OF THE STRATEGIES IN SCENARIO 1**

2) Scenario 2:

In this scenario, Highway Fuel Economy Test Cycle (HWFET) is used to assess the power distribution in a real condition. This driving cycle and its corresponded requested power profile are shown in Fig. 13. It should be noted that for the purpose of this scenario, the presented driving cycle has been repeated six times and all the reported results have been achieved accordingly. Table VI shows the initial condition of the FCSs utilized in this test. According to this table, the initial maximum power of the FCS1 to FCS3 is 500 W, and FCS4 is the real stack. The duration of the performed test in Scenario 2 is exactly 72 minutes and the quantity of degradation in this short interval is almost negligible.

![Figure 13](image2.png)

**Fig. 13. HWFET profile, a) speed profile, b) requested power from Nemo drivetrain.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FC system</th>
<th>Maximum power (W)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FCS 1</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FCS 2</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FCS 3</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FCS 4</td>
<td>430 (real FCS)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table VI**

**INITIAL CONDITIONS IN SCENARIO 2**
increase in the drawn power from the stacks is due to the change of requested power from the system and the battery SOC. Fig. 16 shows the reference voltage of the utilized choppers (Fig. 16a) which is adjusted by the control signal obtained from the modulation ratios (Fig. 16b).

The variation of battery SOC is shown in Fig. 17 for all the strategies. Table VII compares the fuel consumption during the operation and added by the recharge step, number of on/off cycles, and the final SOC achieved by different strategies.

According to this table, the proposed strategy has improved the total fuel economy up to 14.7% and 7.3% compared to Equal Distribution and Daisy Chain strategies respectively. Moreover, the smaller number of on/off cycles, achieved by the proposed strategy, shows that the adaptive strategy has regard for the lifetime of the stacks and can noticeably increase it throughout time. To investigate the influence of initial and final battery SOC over the performance of the studied EMSs, scenario 2 has been repeated seven times starting with different initial SOCs (55%, 60%, 65%, 70%, 75%, 80%, and 85%). Subsequently, the difference between initial and final SOC ($\Delta SOC$) achieved at the end of each test versus the hydrogen consumption is represented in Fig. 18. Form this figure, it is clear that for a given threshold of $\Delta SOC$, the proposed strategy consumes less hydrogen consumption compared to the other strategies. It should be noted that in case of Daisy Chain strategy, since the archived values for $\Delta SOC$ have substantial overlaps, they seem to be 4 tests. However, seven tests have been conducted and three of them are not clear due to the degree of overlap.
3) Scenario 3:

In this last scenario, a random step profile of 25 minutes, as shown in Fig. 19, is repeated for 300 hours. During this long test, different ageing rates are applied to the FCSs to evaluate the performance of the strategies regarding degradation management. As explained earlier, one of the main capabilities of the proposed EMS is to make the FC systems’ degradation equal and the main purpose of designing this scenario is to illustrate this advantage. Throughout this scenario, the degradation rates of FCS1 to FCS4 are selected as 5.7, 3.7, 4.3, and 3.2 respectively. Each degradation rate acts as an accelerated factor, which is multiplied by the time variable \( t \) of (20).

![Fig. 19. Random step power profile](image)

![Fig. 20. Maximum power evolution during the 300-h test](image)

Fig. 20 demonstrates the maximum power evolution of each FCS which is affected by the specified degradation rates. This trend is a good measure to compare the performance of the EMSs through time. As is clear, the FCSs become degraded by different rates in case of Equal Distribution and Daisy Chain strategies. However, the proposed Adaptive State Machine EMS manages to keep the FCSs with almost the same degradation rate by reconfiguring their order from time to time. The maximum observable difference in the power of the FCSs is 10 W. Keeping the FCSs within a similar degradation rate can lower the hydrogen consumption, increase the system lifetime, and extend the replacement time of each stack. Considering a twenty-percent maximum power decline as an EoL indicator of each FCS, the final states of the FCSs in Fig. 20 show that only by using the proposed strategy, all the FCSs will remain operative after this test. Fig. 21 clarifies the operation time of each FCS during the long test. As expected, the proposed EMS uses the more degraded FCSs less (FCS1: 135.6 h and FCS3: 148.1 h) than the other two FCSs (FCS2: 189.2 h and FCS4: 177.7 h). It is also observed that the Equal Distribution strategy utilizes all the FCSs for 280.7 h, and Daisy Chain strategy does not respect the state of the health of the FCSs while using them (FCS1: 178.7 h, FCS2: 189.2 h, FCS3: 199.5 h, and FCS4: 175.1 h). Table VIII presents the fuel consumption due to the operation and the recharge step, number of on/off cycles, and the final SOC attained by the strategies. This table shows that the proposed strategy has decreased the total hydrogen consumption up to 25.8% and 14.9% compared to other two methods.

![Fig. 21. Operation time of each FCS during the 300-h test](image)

![Table VIII](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Performance</th>
<th>Equal Distribution</th>
<th>Daisy Chain</th>
<th>Adaptive State Machine</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H₂ Consumption (kg)</td>
<td>11.5</td>
<td>10.04</td>
<td>8.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equivalent recharging H₂ by Max. power (gr)</td>
<td>39.12</td>
<td>20.49</td>
<td>19.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equivalent recharging H₂ by Max. efficiency (gr)</td>
<td>37.05</td>
<td>19.71</td>
<td>18.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On/Off Cycle</td>
<td>860</td>
<td>3506</td>
<td>425</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final SOC</td>
<td>65.30</td>
<td>79.89</td>
<td>82.06</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VI. Conclusion

This paper presents the design of an adaptive EMS for a multi-stack FCHEV. The proposed strategy utilizes the battery SOC, requested power, and maximum power and efficiency points of the FCSs to conduct the power split among four FCSs and a battery pack. The maximum power and efficiency points of the FCSs are continuously determined by using an online model composed of a KF integrated into a FCS semi-empirical model. The updated operating points are used by the strategy to decide on two essential things: first, ordering the stacks from young to old based on which they will be being used by the EMS. Second, determining the safe operating zone of each FCS, which is between maximum efficiency and maximum power points, to enhance their lifetime. The proposed strategy first updates the order of stacks based on the information provided by the online modeling layer. Subsequently, it uses the minimum possible number of stacks to meet the requested power by switching on the FCSs one by one and operating them in their efficient zones. To justify the functionality of the proposed EMS, three scenarios with different purposes have
been designed and implemented in the developed HIL set-up. The first scenario mainly indicates the order reconfiguration capability of the proposed strategy to use the stacks more efficiently. The second scenario deals with the performance assessment while confronting a real driving condition. Finally, the third scenario is a long simulation test (a 300-h driving profile) to emphasize the importance of lifetime consideration in the EMS design. The analyses of the obtained results from different scenarios highlight the superior performance of the proposed EMS in terms of ameliorating the fuel economy and lifetime. In fact, compared to the obtained hydrogen consumption by Equal Distribution and Daisy Chain strategies, 2.4% and 4.8% of reduction in scenario 1, 14.7% and 7.3% of decline in scenario 2, and 25.8% and 14.9% of decrease in scenario 3 are observed respectively. The outcomes of this manuscript suggest the following directions for future researches:

- Including a more complicated ageing model and performing an ageing study while using the proposed EMS.
- Developing an EMS based on optimal control theory for the proposed multi-stack FCHEV structure and comparing the results with this work.
- This paper proposes an EMS for the existing energy systems in which the battery is connected directly to the DC bus and FCS connected through a DC/DC converter. In this regard, sizing of the battery pack is a very important step, which is not addressed in this paper, to ensure the maximum current levels imposed by the powertrain and DC/AC converter stay under the charge/discharge current limitations. However, owing to system cost and weight/footprint constraints, oversizing the battery pack to fulfill the worst-case scenario may not be an attractive option. In future, several solutions, such as limiting the acceleration (control of the DC/AC converter of the powertrain) or using an additional DC/DC converter for the battery, can be investigated to propose the most beneficial approach in a FCHEV.
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